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WASTE NOT, WANT NOT

Molly Pearce

Many people lived in extreme poverty in
Victorian London. Some of those on the
borderline of starvation were interviewed
by the journalist Henry Mayhew on behalf
of the Morning Chronicle newspaper in the
early 1850’s. His interviews were then
published as a book in four large volumes
called “London labour and the London
Poor”. Selections from Mayhew are still in
print, but it is really necessary to read the
whole thing to unearth the information on
which this article is based. Any of you who
have come across Anne Perry’s Victorian
detective stories about William Monk and
Hester Latterly, and then dip into Mayhew,
will realise where she gets inspiration for
her colourful London characters and street scenes.

Some trades like paper hangers and book binders created waste in
the form of paper offcuts. These offcuts were used in many
different ways until only the tiniest pieces remained. The largest
were used to paper rooms of the cheaper doll’s houses, the ones
consisting basically of a rectangular box divided into 2 or 3 rooms
with no complications like opening doors or staircases. Cost
mattered and resulted in some odd effects, like large patterns in
small rooms. The cheapest rosewood veneered workboxes were
made in Clerkenwell and smaller offcuts were used to line them.
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Second hand silk dresses were cut up to cover the pincushions and
tool pads. Then someone had the brilliant idea that the remaining
scraps of paper could be turned into silk winders like the ones
shown here.
These silk winders
are very easy to
recognise because
they are always in
the form of a sixpointed
star,
although the stars
vary slightly in size.
They usually have different patterned papers on either side, and
often one side is much more attractive and colourful than the
other. The papers are stuck on to a cardboard foundation and
edged with a strip of gilt paper. I think they were made at home
by women and children working unbearably long hours for very
low pay. I haven’t been to the Museum of Labour History in
Manchester for many years, but they used to show a photograph
of a late Victorian family in the East End of London doing rather
similar work. In this case they were making small boxes like the
ones used to hold needle packets.
For the winders a template, knife and glue would have been
supplied, together with the necessary materials, cardboard, paper
scraps and edging, by a man who employed many such women and
who collected the finished winders when a hundred or two had
been made.
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The winders were
not pretty enough
to have been sold
by
high
class
haberdashers, so
they
probably
ended up in small
shops in the poorer
areas of London or
perhaps sold by street pedlars, who put their goods in trays
hanging from a strap around the neck. Mayhew interviewed many
of these pedlars,
who sold a wide
variety of goods,
haberdashery
among them, like
ribbons, buttons,
pins,
needles,
cottons
–
and
perhaps winders.
The winders are very well made and durable – just give a thought
to the people who produced them.
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LACE BOBBINS. CAN I TEMPT YOU?
Brian Lemin - March 2022. Enjoy!

A bone Three ringed Bishops Crozier.
Spangled including a lovely Venetian bead.

I do not make lace yet I love collecting lace bobbins. Why did that
happen? For me it began because when I retired I already had an
interest in Wood turning. One day I went to a local lady’s house
and saw all her beautiful bobbins and I was smitten, so now I
thought I would try and tempt you by showing you some really
pretty antique lace making tools. Bobbins are made mostly from
wood but bone is popular and metal (brass) occur occasionally.

A brass bobbin and a button on the spangle

I should tell you that the lace makers popped anything they liked
on their spangles. They even made special spangles.
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A Birds Nest Spangle

The girls were pretty cheeky too and they often had special
messages inscribed on their bobbins.

Kiss me in the Dark

They loved the scandal too. Here is a record of a person hung for
murder.

There a few murderers recorded on lace bobbins
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As all young people do, they loved animals and a very popular
bobbin was a Leopard that had pewter spots melted into it.

You know I could go on all day with this show and tell. Today I
have only given you a quick “smell of the cork”! I think I will end
by showing you a very well “hand carved” bobbin then a beautiful
“Beaded Shank“ bobbin.

Here is wishing you well with your creative and practical hobby
while I am just a hoarder of pretty little craft tools. With thanks to
the lace makers.

Three tier “Lantern” bobbin with in-place wooden balls

A beautiful bobbin, spiral beaded and inscribed.
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Brian contacted Margaret with a request to buy Dr.Ian McFeeter’s
book “Knitting Sticks and Sheaths”, and a correspondence
developed between them during which Brian mentioned his
website
http://www.brianlemin.com/ in which he makes notes about lace
bobbins. Brian kindly agreed to write an article for us, which I have
included in this edition for you to enjoy.

Chris
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JUBILEE

Our members generously contributed to the Jubilee table. Among
the items were coins, ceramic articles, scissors, magazines and
pictures, and a sampler made by one of our members who was a
young child herself at the time.
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